2019 - 2020
Selected Faculty and Student
Publications and Scholarly Activities
This is the 19th annual publication showcasing the many achievements of our faculty and students. The COVID-19 pandemic emerged halfway through the Spring 2020 semester, requiring an increased focus on teaching and impacting the ability to travel in the final months of the academic year. I am therefore especially proud of the 2019-2020 achievements highlighted within these pages.

Scholarly research, dialogue, and creative activity are critical to any academic community. Through consequential scholarship, Marist faculty members strengthen the learning environment in their classroom and share important knowledge with the larger scholarly community outside of Marist. Their substantive pursuits reflect a dedication to academic excellence and to their own development as scholars and artists.

The ideas, topics, and research reflected here demonstrate the extensive range of talent and opportunities we have at Marist, as well as the College’s continuous commitment to a diverse and open learning environment. Please join me in congratulating all those whose names and accomplishments appear in this volume.

Thomas S. Wermuth
Vice President for Academic Affairs/Dean of Faculty


Frieburghaus, M. (2019, October) *Unprecedented change* [Collage, PLA sculpture]. Create Community, Cold Spring, NY, United States.


SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION AND THE ARTS
SELECTED FACULTY AND STUDENT PRESENTATIONS


Damiano, A. D. (2020, April). It’s complicated: Laptop use in the communication classroom [Conference paper]. Broadcast Education Association 2020 Convention, Las Vegas, NV. (First Place, Debut Category—Curriculum, Assessment, and Administration)


Squicciarini, N.* & Damiano, A. D. (2020, April). NAMI chapters partnering with social media influencers [Conference presentation]. Broadcast Education Association 2020 Convention, Las Vegas, NV.
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SCHOOL OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
SELECTED FACULTY AND STUDENT PRESENTATIONS


* Marist student
SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS
SELECTED FACULTY PUBLICATIONS


SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS
SELECTED FACULTY PRESENTATIONS


Garabedian, Steven. “‘Not a Folklorist!’: Lawrence Gellert, Black Songs of Protest, and White Denial.” Annual Meeting of the American Folklore Society, 18 October 2019, Baltimore, MD. Conference Presentation.


---. Frances Lehman Loeb Art Center, Vassar College, 17 October 2019, Poughkeepsie, NY. Poetry Reading.

---. MadHat Press Reading, Warehouse XI, 8 December 2019, Somerville, MA. Poetry Reading.

---. Salmon Press Reading, Association of Writers/Writing Programs Conference, 6 March 2020, San Antonio, TX. Poetry Reading.


“Coming to Terms with the American Century: FDR in his Last 100 Days.” Transatlantic Studies Conference, 9 July 2019, Lancaster University, U.K. Conference Paper.

SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS
SELECTED STUDENT PRESENTATIONS


SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
SELECTED FACULTY PUBLICATIONS


SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
SELECTED FACULTY PRESENTATIONS


Henderson, A. C, & Sowa, J. E. (2019, August 12). *Strengthening the ties that bind: Fostering group cohesiveness in volunteer fire services* [Conference panel]. Academy of Management Annual Conference, Boston, MA.


Madden, T. (2019, August 8). *An alternative approach to mandatory pre-dispute arbitration* [Panel presentation]. Academy of Legal Studies in Business Annual Conference, Montreal, QC.


Yan, Z. (2020, January 14). *Contract analysis in auditing* [Seminar presentation]. Central New Jersey Chapter of the Institute of Internal Auditors and Rutgers Continuous Auditing and Reporting (CNJIA-Rutgers CAR), Piscataway, NJ.
SCHOOL OF SCIENCE
SELECTED FACULTY AND STUDENT PUBLICATIONS


SCHOOL OF SCIENCE
SELECTED FACULTY AND STUDENT PRESENTATIONS


* Marist student
- Hudson Valley Life Sciences Conference, Marist College, Poughkeepsie, NY. (Conference cancelled)

- Mid-Hudson American Chemical Society Undergraduate Research Symposium, Mount Saint Mary College, Newburgh, NY. (Conference cancelled)


- Hudson Valley Life Sciences Conference, Marist College, Poughkeepsie, NY. (Conference cancelled)


* Marist student


Lofaro, N.*, Mesquita, M., & Espinasa, L. (2020) Are cavefish “left-handed”? Behavioral laterality is correlated with cranial and physiological asymmetry [Paper presentation]. Eastern Colleges Science Conference, Sacred Heart University, Fairfield, CT. (Conference cancelled)

- Mid-Hudson American Chemical Society Undergraduate Research Symposium, Mount Saint Mary College, Newburgh, NY. (Conference cancelled)

- Mid-Hudson American Chemical Society Undergraduate Research Symposium, Mount Saint Mary College, Newburgh, NY. (Conference cancelled)


* Marist student


- Mid-Hudson American Chemical Society Undergraduate Research Symposium, Mount Saint Mary College, Newburgh, NY. (Conference cancelled)

Sage-King, F. (2019). *Bridging the knowledge between physical therapy and social work* [Paper presentation]. Education Leadership Conference, Bellevue, WA.


Stephens, L. (2020). *Pre-health scholars cohort project to improve success of students from underrepresented populations* [Paper presentation]. National Conference of the National Association of Advisors for the Health Professions, New Orleans, LA.
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DOI: 10.1177/0162643419890249

https://www.tcrecord.org/content.asp?contentid=22825

**SCHOOL OF SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES**
**SELECTED FACULTY AND STUDENT PRESENTATIONS**


* Marist student


Dill, K., & Hanssen, D. (2020, May). *Field finds: making knowledge accessible to social work field educators and supervisors* [Poster presentation]. 5th International Conference on Practice Research, Melbourne, Australia. (Conference cancelled)

Dovgan, K., & Nowell, K. (2019, August 11). *Broad autism phenotype impact on parent ratings of social skills in children with and without autism* [Symposium presentation]. 127th American Psychological Association Convention, Division 33, Chicago, IL.


*Marist student


- [Paper presentation] Eastern Psychological Association Annual Meeting, Boston, MA. (Conference cancelled)


* Marist student


LoBianco, A.*, & Trent, J. (2020). The impact of Instagram on social comparison and self-esteem [Poster presentation]. Eastern Psychological Association Annual Meeting, Boston, MA. (Conference cancelled)


* Marist student


Trela, K., Murphy, M., & Fitzmaurice, K. (2019, October 16). Community engagement: Use of adapted text to promote participation of students with significant disabilities in a community library’s “Big Read” program [Paper presentation]. New York State Association of College Teacher Education Programs Annual Conference, Saratoga Springs, NY.


* Marist student
Wright, J., Knight, V., Barton, E. (2020, February 23). *Video modeling to teach block-based coding to middle school students with autism* [Poster presentation]. Association for Behavior Analytics International Annual Autism Conference, Miami, FL.
